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European Court of Justice, 12 September 2006, La-
serdisken v Kulturministeriet 

 
 

 
COPYRIGHT 
 
Exhaustion of distribution rights harmonized: re-
quires placing work on the market within the 
Community  
• that Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 is to be in-
terpreted as precluding national rules providing for 
exhaustion of the distribution right in respect of the 
original or copies of a work placed on the market 
outside the Community by the rightholder or with 
his consent. 
 
Article 4(2) Directive 2001/29 valid 
• consideration of the first question does not reveal 
any information such as to affect the validity of Ar-
ticle 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 
 
Source: curia.europa.eu 
 
 
European Court of Justice, 12 September 2006 
(V. Skouris, President, P. Jann, C.W.A. Timmermans, 
A. Rosas and J. Malenovský, Presidents of Chambers, 
J. P. Puissochet, R. Schintgen, N. Colneric, S. von 
Bahr, G. Arestis (Rapporteur), J. Klučka, U. Lõhmus 
and A. Ó Caoimh) 
JUDGMENT OF THE COURT (Grand Chamber) 
12 September 2006 (*) 
(Directive 2001/29/EC – Harmonisation of certain as-
pects of copyright and related rights in the information 
society – Article 4 – Distribution rights – Rule of ex-
haustion – Legal basis – International agreements – 
Competition policy – Principle of proportionality – 
Freedom of expression – Principle of equal treatment – 
Articles 151 EC and 153 EC) 
In Case C-479/04, 
REFERENCE for a preliminary ruling under Article 
234 EC from the Østre Landsret (Denmark), made by 
decision of 16 November 2004, received at the Court 
on 19 November 2004, in the proceedings  
Laserdisken ApS 
v 
Kulturministeriet, 

THE COURT (Grand Chamber), 
composed of V. Skouris, President, P. Jann, C.W.A. 
Timmermans, A. Rosas and J. Malenovský, Presidents 
of Chambers, J.P. Puissochet, R. Schintgen, N. Col-
neric, S. von Bahr, G. Arestis (Rapporteur), J. Klučka, 
U. Lõhmus and A. Ó Caoimh, Judges,  
Advocate General: E. Sharpston,  
Registrar: K. Sztranc, Administrator,  
having regard to the written procedure and further to 
the hearing on 14 February 2006,  
after considering the observations submitted on behalf 
of:  
–        Laserdisken ApS, by H.K. Pedersen, as partner,  
–        the Polish Government, by T. Nowakowski, act-
ing as Agent,  
–        the European Parliament, by K. Bradley and L.G. 
Knudsen, acting as Agents,   
–        the Council of the European Union, by H. Vil-
strup, F. Florindo Gijón and R. Liudvinaviciute, acting 
as Agents,  
–        the Commission of the European Communities, 
by W. Wils and N.B. Rasmussen, acting as Agents,  
after hearing the Opinion of the Advocate General at 
the sitting on 4 May 2006,  gives the following   
Judgment  
1        This reference for a preliminary ruling concerns 
the interpretation and validity of Article 4(2) of Direc-
tive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 22 May 2001 on the harmonisation of cer-
tain aspects of copyright and related rights in the 
information society (OJ 2001 L 167, p. 10) (‘the Direc-
tive’ or ‘Directive 2001/29’).  
2        The reference was made in the context of pro-
ceedings between Laserdisken ApS (‘Laserdisken’) and 
the Kulturministeriet (Ministry of Culture) concerning 
the applicability of section 19 of the Danish Law on 
copyright (Ophavsretslov), as amended by Law No 
1051 (Lov nr. 1051, om ændring af ophavsretsloven) 
(Law No 1051 amending the Law on copyright) of 17 
December 2002, to the import and sale in Denmark of 
DVDs lawfully marketed outside the European Eco-
nomic Area (EEA).  
 Legal context  
3        Directive 2001/29 was adopted on the basis of 
Articles 47(2) EC, 55 EC and 95 EC. Article 1 thereof, 
entitled ‘Scope’, provides in paragraph 1 that ‘[t]his 
Directive concerns the legal protection of copyright 
and related rights in the framework of the internal 
market, with particular emphasis on the information 
society’.  
4        Under the title ‘Rights and exceptions’, Chapter 
II of the Directive contains Articles 2 to 5. Article 2 
concerns the right of reproduction, Article 3 the right of 
communication to the public of works and the right of 
making available to the public other subject-matter, Ar-
ticle 4 the right of distribution, whilst Article 5 
concerns exceptions and limitations to the rules laid 
down in the preceding three articles.   
5        Article 4 of the Directive reads as follows:  
‘1.      Member States shall provide for authors, in re-
spect of the original of their works or of copies thereof, 
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the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit any form of 
distribution to the public by sale or otherwise.  
2.      The distribution right shall not be exhausted 
within the Community in respect of the original or cop-
ies of the work, except where the first sale or other 
transfer of ownership in the Community of that object 
is made by the rightholder or with his consent.’  
6        Article 5(2) of the Directive provides that Mem-
ber States may provide for exceptions or limitations to 
the reproduction right provided for in Article 2 in cer-
tain cases. Article 5(3) provides that Member States 
may also provide for exceptions or limitations to the 
rights provided for in Articles 2 and 3 in the cases 
listed in that paragraph.   
7        According to Article 5(4) of the Directive, 
‘[w]here the Member States may provide for an excep-
tion or limitation to the right of reproduction pursuant 
to paragraphs 2 and 3, they may provide similarly for 
an exception or limitation to the right of distribution as 
referred to in Article 4 to the extent justified by the 
purpose of the authorised act of reproduction’.   
8        Prior to transposition of Directive 2001/29, sec-
tion 19 of the Danish Law on copyright provided that 
‘[w]hen a copy of a work is, with the copyright 
holder’s consent, sold or in some other manner trans-
ferred to another party, the copy may be distributed 
further’.  
9        Following amendment of that law by Law No 
1051 of 17 December 2002, intended to transpose Di-
rective 2001/29, section 19(1) has since read as 
follows:  
‘When a copy of a work is, with the copyright holder’s 
consent, sold or in some other manner transferred to 
another party within the European Economic Area, the 
copy may be distributed further. As regards further dis-
tribution in the form of lending or rentals, the provision 
in the first sentence shall also apply to sales or other 
forms of transfer to other parties outside the European 
Economic Area.’  
10      Pursuant to Article 65(2) of the Agreement on 
the European Economic Area of 2 May 1992 (OJ 1994 
L 1, p. 3) (‘the EEA Agreement’), specific provisions 
and arrangements concerning intellectual, industrial 
and commercial property are to be found in Protocol 28 
and Annex XVII to that agreement. By Decision of the 
EEA Joint Committee No 110/2004 of 9 July 2004 
amending Annex XVII (Intellectual property) to the 
EEA Agreement (OJ 2004 L 376, p. 45), Directive 
2001/29 was incorporated into that agreement.  
The main proceedings and the questions referred 
for a preliminary ruling  
11      Laserdisken is a commercial company which 
sells inter alia copies of cinematographic works to indi-
vidual purchasers through its sales outlets in Denmark.  
12      Until the end of 2002, those copies were mostly 
imported by the company from other Member States of 
the European Union but also from non-member coun-
tries. The products included special editions, such as 
original American editions, or editions filmed using 
special techniques. Another major part of the product 

range consisted of cinematographic works which were 
not or would not be available in Europe.  
13      Having registered a significant drop in its opera-
tions following the abovementioned legislative 
amendment, on 19 February 2003 Laserdisken brought 
legal proceedings against the Kulturministeriet before 
the Østre Landsret (Eastern Regional Court), claiming 
that section 19 of the Law on copyright, as amended in 
the context of the transposition of Article 4(2) of Direc-
tive 2001/29, did not apply. According to Laserdisken, 
the new provisions of section 19 have a significant ef-
fect on its imports and sales of DVDs lawfully 
marketed outside the EEA.   
14      In support of that claim, Laserdisken pleaded in-
validity of Directive 2001/29, on the ground that 
Articles 47(2) EC, 55 EC and 95 EC are not the appro-
priate legal basis for adoption thereof.  
15      Laserdisken also argued that Article 4(2) of that 
directive infringes the international agreements which 
bind the Community in matters of copyright and related 
rights, the rules of the EC Treaty concerning the estab-
lishment of a competition policy, the principle of 
proportionality in connection with combating piracy 
and, more generally, completing the internal market, 
freedom of expression, the principle of equal treatment 
and the provisions of the Treaty concerning the Mem-
ber States’ cultural policy and educational policy, 
namely Articles 151 EC and 153 EC.  
16      Since the abovementioned pleas in law were con-
tested in their entirety by the Kulturministeriet, the 
Østre Landsret decided to stay the proceedings and to 
refer the following two questions to the Court for a pre-
liminary ruling:  
‘1.      Is Article 4(2) of Directive [2001/29] invalid?  
2.      Does Article 4(2) of Directive [2001/29] preclude 
a Member State from retaining international exhaustion 
in its legislation?’  
The questions  
The second question  
17      By its second question, which it is appropriate to 
consider first, the national court asks whether Article 
4(2) of Directive 2001/29 precludes national rules 
which provide that the distribution right in respect of 
the original or copies of a work is exhausted where the 
first sale or other transfer of ownership is made by the 
holder of that right or with his consent outside the 
Community.  
18      Laserdisken and the Polish Government claim 
that Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 does not preclude 
a Member State from retaining such a rule of exhaus-
tion in its legislation. The Commission of the European 
Communities maintains the opposite view.  
19      Article 4(1) of Directive 2001/29 enshrines the 
exclusive right for authors, in respect of the original of 
their works or of copies thereof, to authorise or prohibit 
any form of distribution to the public by sale or other-
wise.  
20      Article 4(2) contains the rule pertaining to ex-
haustion of that right. According to that provision, the 
distribution right is not to be exhausted in respect of the 
original or copies of the work, except where the first 
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sale or other transfer of ownership in the Community of 
that object is made by the rightholder or with his con-
sent.  
21      It follows that for the right in question to be ex-
hausted, two conditions must be fulfilled: first, the 
original of a work or copies thereof must have been 
placed on the market by the rightholder or with his con-
sent and, second, they must have been placed on the 
market in the Community.  
22      Laserdisken and the Polish Government argue, 
essentially, that Article 4(2) of the Directive leaves it 
open to the Member States to introduce or maintain in 
their respective national laws a rule of exhaustion in 
respect of works placed on the market not only in the 
Community but also in non-member countries.  
23      Such an interpretation cannot be accepted. Ac-
cording to the twenty-eighth recital in the preamble to 
Directive 2001/29, copyright protection under that di-
rective includes the exclusive right to control 
distribution of the work incorporated in a tangible arti-
cle. The first sale in the Community of the original of a 
work or copies thereof by the rightholder or with his 
consent exhausts the right to control resale of that ob-
ject in the Community. According to the same recital, 
that right should not be exhausted in respect of the 
original of the work or of copies thereof sold by the 
rightholder or with his consent outside the Community.   
24      It follows from the clear wording of Article 4(2) 
of Directive 2001/29, in conjunction with the twenty-
eighth recital in the preamble to that directive, that that 
provision does not leave it open to the Member States 
to provide for a rule of exhaustion other than the Com-
munity-wide exhaustion rule.  
25      That finding is supported by Article 5 of Direc-
tive 2001/29, which allows Member States to provide 
for exceptions or limitations to the reproduction right, 
the right of communication to the public of works, the 
right of making available to the public other subject-
matter and the distribution right. Nothing in that article 
indicates that the exceptions or limitations authorised 
might relate to the rule of exhaustion laid down in Arti-
cle 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 and, therefore, allow 
Member States to derogate from that rule.  
26      This, moreover, is the only interpretation which 
is fully consistent with the purpose of Directive 
2001/29 which, according to the first recital in the pre-
amble thereto, is to ensure the functioning of the 
internal market. A situation in which some Member 
States will be able to provide for international exhaus-
tion of distribution rights whilst others will provide 
only for Community-wide exhaustion of those rights 
will inevitably give rise to barriers to the free move-
ment of goods and the freedom to provide services.   
27      In the light of the foregoing, the answer to the 
second question must be that Article 4(2) of Directive 
2001/29 is to be interpreted as precluding national rules 
providing for exhaustion of the distribution right in re-
spect of the original or copies of a work placed on the 
market outside the Community by the rightholder or 
with his consent.  
The first question  

28      Laserdisken and the Polish Government propose 
that the answer to the question be that Directive 
2001/29, and in particular Article 4(2) thereof, are con-
trary to Community law. The European Parliament, the 
Council of the European Union and the Commission, 
on the other hand, contend that none of the grounds of 
invalidity put forward may be upheld.  
 The legal basis for Directive 2001/29  
29      Laserdisken claims that Directive 2001/29 was 
adopted incorrectly on the basis of Articles 47(2) EC, 
55 EC and 95 EC, because they cannot be used as a ba-
sis for the Community-wide exhaustion rule laid down 
in Article 4(2) of that directive.  
30      According to settled case-law, in the context of 
the organisation of the powers of the Community the 
choice of the legal basis for a measure must rest on ob-
jective factors which are amenable to judicial review. 
Those factors include in particular the aim and content 
of the measure (Joined Cases C-453/03, C-11/04, C-
12/04 and C-194/04 ABNA and Others [2005] ECR I-
10423, paragraph 54 and case-law cited).  
31      The Court notes that Articles 47(2) EC, 55 EC 
and 95 EC, on the basis of which Directive 2001/29 
was adopted, allow for the taking of measures neces-
sary for the smooth functioning of the internal market 
as regards freedom of establishment and the freedom to 
provide services through harmonisation of national 
laws pertaining to the content and exercise of copyright 
and related rights.  
32      Directive 2001/29 clearly pursues the objectives 
covered by the abovementioned provisions of the 
Treaty.  
33      According to the first recital in the preamble to 
that directive, the Treaty provides for the establishment 
of an internal market and the institution of a system en-
suring that competition in the internal market is not 
distorted, and harmonisation of the laws of the Member 
States on copyright and related rights contributes to the 
achievement of these objectives.   
34      On that point, the third recital in the preamble to 
Directive 2001/29 states that the proposed harmonisa-
tion will help to implement the four freedoms of the 
internal market. The sixth recital in the preamble to the 
same directive states, however, that without harmonisa-
tion at Community level, legislative activities at 
national level might result in significant differences in 
protection and thereby in restrictions on the free 
movement of services and products incorporating, or 
based on, intellectual property.   
35      It follows from the foregoing that the objections 
raised by Laserdisken in the present case relating to the 
legal basis of the Directive are unfounded.  
 Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29  
–       Infringement of international agreements con-
cluded by the Community on copyright and related 
rights   
36      The national court does not state which agree-
ments binding the Community might be infringed by 
the rule of Community-wide exhaustion of distribution 
rights laid down in Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29.  
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37      In its observations, Laserdisken states, although 
without providing further explanations, that the distri-
bution right and the exhaustion rule laid down in 
Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 are contrary to Arti-
cles 1(c) and 2(a) of the Convention on the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment (OECD), signed in Paris on 14 December 1960. 
Those provisions state respectively that ‘[t]he aims of 
the [OECD] shall be to promote policies designed … to 
contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multi-
lateral, non-discriminatory basis’ and that, in pursuit 
of those aims inter alia, ‘the [Member States] agree 
that they will … promote the efficient use of their eco-
nomic resources’.   
38      The Court finds that not only is that argument 
vague, but also that the provisions referred to by La-
serdisken, even if they do bind the Community, are not 
intended to regulate the issue of exhaustion of distribu-
tion rights.  
39      Moreover, the fifteenth recital in the preamble to 
Directive 2001/29 states that the Directive implements 
the international obligations resulting from the adop-
tion, in Geneva on 20 December 1996, under the 
auspices of the World Intellectual Property Organisa-
tion (‘WIPO’), of the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the 
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, which 
treaties were approved on behalf of the Community by 
Council Decision 2000/278/EC of 16 March 2000 (OJ 
2000 L 89, p. 6).  
40      Regarding the right of distribution, neither Arti-
cle 6(2) of the WIPO Copyright Treaty nor Articles 
8(2) and 12(2) of the WIPO Performances and Phono-
grams Treaty impose an obligation on the Community, 
as a contracting party, to provide for a specific rule 
concerning the exhaustion of that right.  
41      It follows from the purpose of those treaties, as 
formulated inter alia in the first recitals in the pream-
bles thereto, that they tend towards a harmonisation of 
the rules pertaining to copyright and related rights.  
42      More specifically, regarding the right of distribu-
tion, the WIPO Copyright Treaty fulfils its 
harmonisation objective in providing for the exclusive 
right of authors to authorise the making available to the 
public of the originals of their works and copies thereof 
through sale or other transfer of ownership. The Treaty 
does not, however, affect the contracting parties’ power 
to determine the conditions governing how exhaustion 
of that exclusive right may apply after the first sale. It 
thus allows the Community to pursue further harmoni-
sation of national laws also in relation to the rule of 
exhaustion. The abovementioned provisions of the 
WIPO Copyright Treaty and those of Directive 2001/29 
are therefore complementary, in the light of the har-
monisation objective pursued.  
43      It follows from all the above considerations that 
the submission that Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 
infringes the international agreements concluded by the 
Community in the field of copyright and related rights 
cannot be upheld.  
–       The Treaty rules relating to the establishment 
of a competition policy  

44      Laserdisken claims that the exhaustion rule laid 
down in Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 reinforces 
suppliers’ control of the distribution channels, thereby 
adversely affecting free competition. The core of the 
argument put forward by the applicant in the main pro-
ceedings is that competition is generally nullified by 
that exhaustion rule combined with the regional encod-
ing system for DVDs. Certain works placed on the 
market outside the Community are not accessible 
within the Community, due to that rule.  
45      The Polish Government adds that that exhaustion 
rule prevents the promotion of greater competitiveness 
and gives holders of copyright and related rights a level 
of protection of their interests going beyond the pur-
pose of such rights.   
46      By all of their assertions, the applicant in the 
main proceedings and the Polish Government argue, 
essentially, that the exhaustion rule laid down in Article 
4(2) of Directive 2001/29 prevents free competition at 
the global level.  
47      It should be borne in mind that, according to Ar-
ticle 3(1)(g) EC, the activities of the Community are to 
include, as provided for in the Treaty and in accordance 
with the timetable set out therein, a system ensuring 
that competition in the internal market is not distorted. 
In that context, Title VI of the Treaty contains a Chap-
ter 1, which includes Articles 81 EC to 89 EC laying 
down rules on competition.  
48      In the present case, according to the first recital 
in the preamble to Directive 2001/29, harmonisation of 
the laws of the Member States on copyright and related 
rights contributes to the establishment of the internal 
market and to the institution of a system ensuring that 
competition in that market is not distorted.  
49      It follows that the harmonisation achieved by that 
directive is also intended to ensure undistorted compe-
tition in the internal market, in accordance with Article 
3(1)(g) EC.  
50      According to the argument put forward by La-
serdisken and the Polish Government, the Community 
legislature is obliged, in adopting Directive 2001/29, to 
take account of a principle of free competition at the 
global level, an obligation which does not follow from 
either Article 3(1)(g) EC or the other provisions of the 
Treaty.  
51      It follows from the foregoing that the ground of 
invalidity based on infringement of the Treaty rules re-
lating to the establishment of a competition policy must 
be rejected.  
–       Infringement of the principle of proportional-
ity  
52      According to Laserdisken and the Polish Gov-
ernment, the exhaustion rule laid down in Article 4(2) 
of Directive 2001/29 is not necessary for attaining the 
objective of an internal market without barriers and im-
poses on the citizens of the European Union burdens 
which go beyond what is necessary. That provision is, 
moreover, ineffective in preventing the distribution of 
works placed in circulation in the Community without 
the consent of holders of copyright and related rights.  
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53      According to settled case-law, the principle of 
proportionality, which is one of the general principles 
of Community law, requires that measures imple-
mented through Community provisions be appropriate 
for attaining the objective pursued and must not go be-
yond what is necessary to achieve it (Case C�491/01 
British American Tobacco (Investments) and Imperial 
Tobacco [2002] ECR I-11453, paragraph 122).  
54      The applicant in the main proceedings criticises, 
essentially, the choice made by the Community institu-
tions in favour of the rule of exhaustion of the right of 
distribution in the Community.  
55      It is, accordingly, appropriate to consider 
whether the adoption of that rule constitutes a measure 
which is disproportionate in relation to the objectives 
pursued by those institutions.  
56      It should be borne in mind that differences in the 
national laws governing exhaustion of the right of dis-
tribution are likely to affect directly the smooth 
functioning of the internal market. Accordingly, the ob-
jective of harmonisation in this area is to remove 
impediments to free movement.  
57      Moreover, according to the ninth recital in the 
preamble to Directive 2001/29, the protection of copy-
right and related rights helps to ensure the maintenance 
and development of creativity in the interests of inter 
alia authors, performers, producers and consumers. The 
tenth recital in the preamble to the same directive states 
that legal protection of intellectual property rights is 
necessary in order to guarantee an appropriate reward 
for the use of works and to provide the opportunity for 
satisfactory returns on investment. In the same vein, the 
eleventh recital states that a rigorous, effective system 
of protection is a way of ensuring that European cul-
tural creativity and production receive the necessary 
resources and of safeguarding the independence and 
dignity of artistic creators and performers.  
58      In the light of the abovementioned objectives, it 
appears that the choice made by the Community legis-
lature in Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 in favour of 
the rule of exhaustion in the Community is not a dis-
proportionate measure capable of affecting the validity 
of that provision.  
59      It follows from all the foregoing considerations 
that the argument alleging infringement of the principle 
of proportionality is unfounded.  
–       Breach of freedom of expression  
60      According to Laserdisken, Article 4(2) of Direc-
tive 2001/29 has the effect of depriving citizens of the 
Union of their right to receive information, in breach of 
Article 10 of the European Convention for the Protec-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 (‘the ECHR’). 
Laserdisken also pleads disregard of the freedom of 
copyright holders to communicate their ideas.  
61      As a preliminary point, it should be recalled that, 
according to settled case-law, fundamental rights form 
an integral part of the general principles of law the ob-
servance of which the Court ensures, and that, for that 
purpose, the Court draws inspiration from the constitu-
tional traditions common to the Member States and 

from the guidelines supplied by international treaties 
for the protection of human rights on which the Mem-
ber States have collaborated or to which they are 
signatories. The ECHR has special significance in that 
respect (Case C-112/00 Schmidberger [2003] ECR I-
5659, paragraph 71 and case-law cited).  
62      Freedom of expression, enshrined in Article 10 
of the ECHR, is a fundamental right the observance of 
which is ensured by the Community courts (Case 
C�260/89 ERT [1991] ECR I-2925, paragraph 44). 
The same is true of the right to property, which is guar-
anteed by Article 1 of the Additional Protocol to the 
ECHR (see, to that effect, Case C-347/03 Regione 
autonoma Friuli-Venezia Giulia and ERSA [2005] ECR 
I-3785, paragraph 119, and Joined Cases C-154/04 and 
C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health and Others 
[2005] ECR I-6451, paragraph 126).  
63      First, the argument that there has been a breach 
of the freedom of expression guaranteed by Article 10 
of the ECHR because copyright holders are prevented 
from communicating their ideas must be rejected. Ac-
cording to Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29, the right 
of distribution is exhausted provided that the copyright 
holder has given his consent to the first sale or other 
transfer of ownership. That holder is, therefore, in a po-
sition to exercise his control over the first placing on 
the market of the object covered by that right. In that 
context, freedom of expression clearly cannot be relied 
upon to have the rule of exhaustion invalidated.  
64      Secondly, regarding the freedom to receive in-
formation, even if the exhaustion rule laid down in 
Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 may be capable of 
restricting that freedom, it nevertheless follows from 
Article 10(2) of the ECHR that the freedoms guaran-
teed by Article 10(1) may be subject to certain 
limitations justified by objectives in the public interest, 
in so far as those derogations are in accordance with the 
law, motivated by one or more of the legitimate aims 
under that provision and necessary in a democratic so-
ciety, that is to say justified by a pressing social need 
and, in particular, proportionate to the legitimate aim 
pursued (see, to that effect, Case C-71/02 Karner 
[2004] ECR I-3025, paragraph 50).   
65      In the present case, the alleged restriction on the 
freedom to receive information is justified in the light 
of the need to protect intellectual property rights, in-
cluding copyright, which form part of the right to 
property.  
66      It follows that the argument that there has been a 
breach of freedom of expression must be rejected.  
–       Infringement of the principle of equal treat-
ment  
67      Laserdisken claims that the rule of exhaustion 
laid down in Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 is capa-
ble of infringing the principle of equal treatment. It 
states, by way of example, that a producer and a licence 
holder established in a non-member country are not in 
the same situation as a producer and a licence holder 
established in the Community.  
68      It is settled case-law that the principle of equal 
treatment requires that comparable situations must not 
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be treated differently and that different situations must 
not be treated in the same way unless such treatment is 
objectively justified (ABNA and Others, paragraph 63 
and case-law cited).  
69      Even if the argument of the applicant in the main 
proceedings may be profitably put forward in the pre-
sent context, it does not establish that the application of 
Article 4(2) of the Directive amounts to treating two 
comparable situations differently. There is no doubt 
that a producer and a licence holder established in a 
non-member country are not in an identical or compa-
rable situation to that of a producer and a licence holder 
established in the Community. In actual fact, La-
serdisken is essentially asserting that situations which 
are manifestly not comparable must be treated in the 
same way.  
70      It follows that the argument that there has been 
infringement of the principle of equal treatment must 
be rejected.  
–       Infringement of Articles 151 EC and 153 EC  
71      According to Article 151(1) EC, the Community 
is to contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the 
Member States, while respecting their national and re-
gional diversity and at the same time bringing the 
common cultural heritage to the fore.  
72      Article 153(1) EC provides inter alia that, in or-
der to promote the interests of consumers and to ensure 
a high level of consumer protection, the Community is 
to contribute to promoting their right to information 
and education.  
73      Laserdisken, supported by the Polish Govern-
ment, claims that, in adopting Article 4(2) of Directive 
2001/29, the Community disregarded the abovemen-
tioned provisions.   
74      The Court finds, in the first place, that those pro-
visions are referred to either expressly or in essence by 
a number of recitals in the preamble to that directive.  
75      As is apparent from the ninth and eleventh recit-
als in the preamble to Directive 2001/29, any 
harmonisation of copyright and related rights must take 
as a basis a high level of protection, since such rights 
are crucial to intellectual creation and a rigorous, effec-
tive system for their protection is one of the main ways 
of ensuring that European cultural creativity and pro-
duction receive the necessary resources and of 
safeguarding the independence and dignity of artistic 
creators and performers.  
76      According to the twelfth recital in the preamble 
to Directive 2001/29, adequate protection of copyright 
works and subject-matter of related rights is also of 
great importance from a cultural standpoint, and Article 
151 EC requires the Community to take cultural aspects 
into account in its action.  
77      Lastly, under the fourteenth recital in the pream-
ble to Directive 2001/29, the Directive should seek to 
promote learning and culture by protecting works and 
other subject-matter while permitting exceptions or 
limitations in the public interest for the purpose of edu-
cation and teaching.  
78      In the second place, Article 5 of Directive 
2001/29 provides for a system of exceptions and limita-

tions to the various rights laid down in Articles 2 to 4 in 
order to enable Member States to exercise their powers 
inter alia in the fields of education and teaching.  
79      There are, moreover, strict boundaries placed on 
that system by Article 5(5), which provides that the ex-
ceptions and limitations provided for are to be applied 
only in certain special cases which do not conflict with 
a normal exploitation of the work or other subject-
matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate 
interests of the rightholder.  
80      It follows from the foregoing that the cultural as-
pects specific to the Member States, which are referred 
to in essence by the applicant in the main proceedings, 
and the right to education, which the Community legis-
lature must take into account in its action, have been 
fully taken into consideration by the Community insti-
tutions in the drafting and adoption of Directive 
2001/29.   
81      It follows that the arguments alleging infringe-
ment of Articles 151 EC and 153 EC must be rejected.  
82      Accordingly, the answer to the national court 
must be that consideration of the first question does not 
reveal any information such as to affect the validity of 
Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29.  
Costs  
83      Since these proceedings are, for the parties to the 
main proceedings, a step in the action pending before 
the national court, the decision on costs is a matter for 
that court. Costs incurred in submitting observations to 
the Court, other than the costs of those parties, are not 
recoverable.  
On those grounds, the Court (Grand Chamber) 
hereby rules:  
1.      Consideration of the first question does not reveal 
any information such as to affect the validity of Article 
4(2) of Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 
harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and re-
lated rights in the information society.  
2.      Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29 is to be inter-
preted as precluding national rules providing for 
exhaustion of the distribution right in respect of the 
original or copies of a work placed on the market out-
side the European Community by the rightholder or 
with his consent. 
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authorise or prohibit any form of distribution to the 
public.  
2.        Article 4(2) provides that that right shall not be 
exhausted within the Community except where the first 
sale in the Community is made by or with the consent 
of the rightholder.  
3.        The effect of exhaustion of the right is that the 
rightholder may no longer rely on the right to oppose 
further distribution.  
4.        The present reference from the Østre Landsret 
(Eastern Regional Court) (Denmark) asks whether Ar-
ticle 4(2) precludes a Member State from retaining a 
rule of international exhaustion (namely a rule that the 
right is to be exhausted wherever the first sale is made) 
in its legislation and, if so, whether it is valid.     
The Copyright Directive  
5.        The Copyright Directive was adopted on the ba-
sis of Articles 47(2), 55 and 95 EC.  
6.        Article 47(2) empowers the Council to issue di-
rectives for the coordination of national provisions 
concerning the taking-up and pursuit of activities as 
self-employed persons. Article 55 applies Articles 45 to 
48 in the field of services. Article 95 empowers the 
Council to adopt measures for the approximation of na-
tional provisions which have as their object the 
establishment and functioning of the internal market.  
7.        The preamble to the Directive contains the fol-
lowing recitals:  
‘1).   The Treaty provides for the establishment of an 
internal market and the institution of a system ensuring 
that competition in the internal market is not distorted. 
Harmonisation of the laws of the Member States on 
copyright and related rights contributes to the achieve-
ment of these objectives.  …  
3).     The proposed harmonisation will help to imple-
ment the four freedoms of the internal market and 
relates to compliance with the fundamental principles 
of law and especially of property, including intellectual 
property, and freedom of expression and the public in-
terest.   
4).     A harmonised legal framework on copyright and 
related rights, through increased legal certainty and 
while providing for a high level of protection of intel-
lectual property, will foster substantial investment in 
creativity and innovation …   
7).     The Community legal framework for the protec-
tion of copyright and related rights must … be adapted 
and supplemented as far as is necessary for the smooth 
functioning of the internal market. To that end, those 
national provisions on copyright and related rights 
which vary considerably from one Member State to an-
other or which cause legal uncertainties hindering the 
smooth functioning of the internal market … should be 
adjusted …  
9).     Any harmonisation of copyright and related rights 
must take as a basis a high level of protection, since 
such rights are crucial to intellectual creation. Their 
protection helps to ensure the maintenance and devel-
opment of creativity in the interests of authors, 
performers, producers, consumers, culture, industry and 

the public at large. Intellectual property has therefore 
been recognised as an integral part of property.  
10).   If authors or performers are to continue their 
creative and artistic work, they have to receive an ap-
propriate reward for the use of their work, as must 
producers in order to be able to finance this work. The 
investment required to produce products such as pho-
nograms, films or multimedia products, and services 
such as “on-demand” services, is considerable. Ade-
quate legal protection of intellectual property rights is 
necessary in order to guarantee the availability of such 
a reward and provide the opportunity for satisfactory 
returns on this investment.   
11).   A rigorous, effective system for the protection of 
copyright and related rights is one of the main ways of 
ensuring that European cultural creativity and produc-
tion receive the necessary resources and of 
safeguarding the independence and dignity of artistic 
creators and performers.  
12).   Adequate protection of copyright works and sub-
ject-matter of related rights is also of great importance 
from a cultural standpoint. Article 151 of the Treaty 
requires the Community to take cultural aspects into 
account in its action.  … 
14).   This Directive should seek to promote learning 
and culture by protecting works and other subject-
matter while permitting exceptions or limitations in the 
public interest for the purpose of education and teach-
ing. 
28).   Copyright protection under this Directive in-
cludes the exclusive right to control distribution of the 
work incorporated in a tangible article. The first sale in 
the Community of the original of a work or copies 
thereof by the rightholder or with his consent exhausts 
the right to control resale of that object in the Commu-
nity. This right should not be exhausted in respect of 
the original or of copies thereof sold by the rightholder 
or with his consent outside the Community. …’  
8.        Article 1(1) provides that the Directive ‘con-
cerns the legal protection of copyright and related 
rights in the framework of the internal market, with 
particular emphasis on the information society’. (3)  
9.        Article 4 is headed ‘Distribution right’. It pro-
vides:  
‘1.   Member States shall provide for authors, in re-
spect of the original of their works or of copies thereof, 
the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit any form of 
distribution to the public by sale or otherwise.  
2.     The distribution right shall not be exhausted 
within the Community in respect of the original or cop-
ies of the work, except where the first sale or other 
transfer of ownership in the Community of that object 
is made by the rightholder or with his consent.’  
National legislation  
10.      Before Denmark implemented the Copyright Di-
rective, the Ophavsret (Law on copyright) provided for 
international exhaustion by stating simply ‘When a 
copy of a work is, with the copyright holder’s consent, 
sold or in some other manner transferred to another 
party, the copy may be distributed further’. (4)  
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11.      The Ophavsret was amended in 2002 in order to 
implement the Copyright Directive. (5) That was done 
by adding, after ‘to another party’, the words ‘within 
the European Economic Area’.  
12.      It is common ground that the effect of that 
amendment is to replace the principle of international 
exhaustion with that of exhaustion within the European 
Economic Area (‘EEA’). I shall use the term ‘regional 
exhaustion’ to describe exhaustion within the EEA or 
the EU. (6)  
The main proceedings and the questions referred 
13.      Until 2002 the claimant, a private limited com-
pany, sold cinematographic works through three shops 
in Denmark. The works sold were mostly imported by 
it directly from other countries within or outside the 
EU. The claimant focused on offering a wide range of 
films intended for film enthusiasts, for example special 
editions, including original American editions, editions 
filmed using special techniques, and works not avail-
able in Europe.  
14.      In 2003 the claimant brought proceedings before 
the Landsret against the Ministry of Culture, maintain-
ing that the amendment to the Ophavsretslov did not 
apply to its import and sale of DVD products lawfully 
marketed in countries outside the EEA. 
15.      The Landsret has stayed the proceedings and re-
ferred the following questions for a preliminary ruling:  
‘(1)      Is Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 
2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copy-
right and related rights in the information society 
invalid?  
(2)      Does Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 
2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copy-
right and related rights in the information society 
preclude a Member State from retaining international 
exhaustion in its legislation?’  
16.      Written observations have been submitted by the 
claimant, the Polish Government, the Council, the Par-
liament and the Commission, all of which with the 
exception of the Polish Government were represented 
at the hearing.  
17.      Although the first question is not explicitly 
stated to arise only if the second question is answered 
in the affirmative, that is the tenor of the order for ref-
erence. The referring court essentially wishes to know 
whether, if Article 4(2) precludes a Member State from 
retaining international exhaustion in its legislation, it is 
invalid for that reason. As the Commission points out, 
it is logical therefore to answer the second question 
(does Article 4(2) preclude a Member State from re-
taining international exhaustion in its legislation?) 
before the first question (is Article 4(2) valid?).     
Community legislation on exhaustion of analogous 
rights  
18.      In the context of intellectual property rights 
other than copyright and related rights, numerous legis-
lative instruments provide for exhaustion of the specific 
rights to which they relate.  

19.      Article 9(2) of the Rental and Lending Rights 
Directive (7) is couched in similar terms to Article 4(2) 
of the Copyright Directive. It provides that the exclu-
sive distribution right conferred by Article 9(1) on 
performers, phonogram producers, film producers and 
broadcasting organisations ‘shall not be exhausted 
within the Community in respect of [respectively fixa-
tions of their performances, their phonograms, the 
original and copies of their films and fixations of their 
broadcasts, including copies thereof], except where the 
first sale in the Community of that object is made by 
the rightholder or with his consent’.  
20.      Other provisions are expressed in more positive, 
and perhaps simpler, terms. Thus, Article 4(c) of the 
Software Directive (8) provides that the ‘first sale in 
the Community of a copy of a program by the 
rightholder or with his consent shall exhaust the distri-
bution right within the Community of that copy’. 
Similarly, Article 5(c) of the Databases Directive (9) 
provides that the ‘first sale in the Community of a copy 
of the database by the rightholder or with his consent 
shall exhaust the right to control resale of that copy 
within the Community’.  
21.      In another variation, Article 7(1) of the Trade 
Marks Directive (10) provides that the ‘trade mark shall 
not entitle the proprietor to prohibit its use in relation to 
goods which have been put on the market in the Com-
munity under that trade mark by the proprietor or with 
his consent’.  
22.      There are analogous provisions, albeit expressed 
differently, in the field of design rights (11) and the le-
gal protection of topographies of semiconductor 
products. (12)     
The second question  
23.      By its second question, the referring court asks 
whether Article 4(2) of the Copyright Directive pre-
cludes a Member State from retaining international 
exhaustion in its legislation.  
24.      The claimant and the Polish Government con-
sider that that question should be answered in the 
negative. The Commission takes the opposite view. 
Neither the Council nor the Parliament has made sub-
missions on the second question.  
25.      I consider that the answer should be in the af-
firmative, namely that Article 4(2) of the Copyright 
Directive precludes a Member State from retaining in-
ternational exhaustion in its legislation.  
26.      First, the wording of the provision is quite clear. 
Article 4(2) states unequivocally that the distribution 
right ‘shall not be exhausted within the Community ex-
cept where the first sale … in the Community … is 
made by the rightholder or with his consent’. Article 
4(2) is a derogation from the rule in Article 4(1) requir-
ing Member States to provide an exclusive distribution 
right for authors. It should accordingly be narrowly 
construed. Recital 28 in the preamble (13) is also 
clearly worded to the same effect.  
27.      The Explanatory Memorandum moreover ex-
plicitly states that the provision (which was essentially 
unchanged (14) from that in the first proposal for the 
directive (15)) ‘excludes the possibility of Member 
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States to apply international exhaustion’. The wording 
was therefore chosen deliberately.  
28.      Next, the Court has already ruled on the analo-
gous question in the context of the Trade Marks 
Directive. (16) In Silhouette (17) the Court was asked 
whether national rules providing for exhaustion of trade 
mark rights in respect of products put on the market 
outside the EEA under that mark by the proprietor or 
with his consent were contrary to Article 7(1) of the 
Trade Marks Directive. (18)  
29.      The Court noted that according to the text of Ar-
ticle 7, exhaustion occurs only where the products have 
been put on the market in the EEA. (19) It was however 
argued that Article 7, like the Court’s case-law con-
cerning Articles 28 and 30 EC, (20) was limited to 
requiring the Member States to provide for exhaustion 
within the Community. Article 7, it was submitted, 
therefore did not comprehensively resolve the question 
of exhaustion of rights conferred by the trade mark, but 
left it open to the Member States to adopt rules on ex-
haustion going further than those explicitly laid down 
in that provision. (21) Such rules could therefore in-
clude international exhaustion.   
30.      The Court rejected that argument. It ruled that 
national rules providing for exhaustion of trade-mark 
rights in respect of products put on the market outside 
the EEA are contrary to Article 7(1) of the Directive, as 
amended by the EEA Agreement.  
31.      Given that the wording of Article 4(2) of the 
Copyright Directive is, if anything, even clearer than 
that of Article 7(1) of the Trade Marks Directive, I see 
no reason not to interpret Article 4(2) consistently with 
the Court’s ruling in Silhouette.  
32.      Finally, that interpretation is in line with the sin-
gle market objectives of the Copyright Directive. I will 
examine this issue further in the context of the first 
question referred, to which I now turn.       
The first question  
33.      By its first question, the referring court asks 
whether Article 4(2) of the Copyright Directive is inva-
lid.  
34.      The claimant and the Polish Government con-
sider that the answer should be in the affirmative. The 
Council, the Parliament and the Commission take the 
contrary view.  
35.      I agree with the institutions that Article 4(2) is 
not invalid.  
36.      As indicated above, (22) it is clear from the or-
der for reference that the referring court essentially 
wishes to know whether, if Article 4(2) precludes a 
Member State from retaining international exhaustion 
in its legislation, it is invalid for that reason. I shall ap-
proach the question on that basis.  
37.      It is first appropriate to say a few words about 
the principle of Community exhaustion of intellectual 
property rights.  
38.      In Deutsche Grammophon (23) the Court in ef-
fect imposed the rule of Community exhaustion in the 
context of a right related to copyright, (24) stating:  
‘If a right related to copyright is relied upon to prevent 
the marketing in a Member State of products distrib-

uted by the holder of the right or with his consent on 
the territory of another Member State on the sole 
ground that such distribution did not take place on the 
national territory, such a prohibition, which would le-
gitimise the isolation of national markets, would be 
repugnant to the essential purpose of the Treaty, which 
is to unite national markets into a single market.  
That purpose could not be attained if, under the various 
legal systems of the Member States, nationals of those 
States were able to partition the market and bring about 
arbitrary discrimination or disguised restrictions on 
trade between Member States.  
Consequently, it would be in conflict with the provi-
sions prescribing the free movement of products within 
the common market for a manufacturer of sound re-
cordings to exercise the exclusive right to distribute the 
protected articles, conferred upon him by the legislation 
of a Member State, in such a way as to prohibit the sale 
in that State of products placed on the market by him or 
with his consent in another Member State solely be-
cause such distribution did not occur within the 
territory of the first Member State.’ (25)  
39.      In Dansk Supermarked (26) the Court repeated 
this principle in the context of copyright in the strict 
sense:  
‘… Articles [28 and 30 EC] must be interpreted to 
mean that the judicial authorities of a Member State 
may not prohibit, on the basis of a copyright or of a 
trade mark, the marketing on the territory of that State 
of a product to which one of those rights applies if that 
product has been lawfully marketed on the territory of 
another Member State by the proprietor of such rights 
or with his consent’. (27)  
40.      It may be noted that in 1974 the Court developed 
analogous rules of Community exhaustion in the con-
text of both trade marks (28) and patents. (29)  
41.      The effect of applying the rule of Community 
exhaustion is that the Community is regarded as a sin-
gle market, as indeed it should be. The claimant and the 
Polish Government are therefore incorrect when they 
submit that the effect of harmonised implementation of 
regional exhaustion is that the internal market ‘will be 
repartitioned into separate territories and markets’ and 
that regional exhaustion entails partitioning of the mar-
ket since it enables rightholders to decide whether to 
introduce a product on a given national market. On the 
contrary: the rule of Community exhaustion guarantees 
that, once a product is placed on the national market of 
one Member State with the right owner’s consent, it 
may then be sold on freely throughout the 25 national 
markets comprising the EU single market.   
42.      Against that background, I turn to consider the 
various arguments adduced by the claimant and the 
Polish Government.     
The Rental and Lending Rights Directive  
43.      The claimant traces the history of Article 9(2) of 
the Rental and Lending Rights Directive, the wording 
of which is essentially identical to that of Article 4(2) 
of the Copyright Directive. It submits that it was not 
until 1994 (thus, two years after adoption of the Rental 
and Lending Rights Directive) that the Commission, in 
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response to a written question from Geoffrey Hoon 
MEP, stated that it understood the provisions pertaining 
to distribution rights to be a prohibition on international 
exhaustion. The claimant considers that the case-law of 
the Court of Justice, which Article 9(2) sought to re-
flect, did not at that stage preclude international 
exhaustion; and that the prohibition of international ex-
haustion was thus introduced not by legislation but 
outside the proper legislative channels.  
44.      The claimant’s argument seems to be that when 
the Commission presented its proposal for the Rental 
and Lending Rights Directive, (30) it did not intend Ar-
ticle 9(2) to be a prohibition on international 
exhaustion.  
45.      It is admittedly not clear from the Explanatory 
Memorandum to that proposal (31) whether the Com-
mission so understood that provision, although the 
statement that ‘exhaustion on the basis of Community 
law relates only to the intra-Community distribution’ 
suggests that it did. In any event, while statements in 
the Explanatory Memorandum may in some circum-
stances be helpful, the legal effect of legislation once 
adopted cannot depend on the Commission’s earlier 
view as to the likely effect of the proposal therefor. The 
Court is the ultimate arbiter. In deciding on the proper 
interpretation of legislation, the Court will pay particu-
lar attention to the objective, scheme and wording of 
the version ultimately adopted.  
46.      In the present case the claimant, it seems to me, 
is saying no more than that Article 9(2) of the Rental 
and Lending Rights Directive was ambiguous when it 
was introduced. While it may be undesirable that 
Community legislation is equivocal, it is hardly un-
precedented; indeed, it may at times be inevitable. It is 
in such circumstances that the Court is called upon to 
construe the provision concerned.  
47.      If Article 9(2) of the Rental and Lending Rights 
Directive were to be interpreted by the Court, it seems 
to me that, by analogy with Silhouette, the conclusion 
should be the same. That provision, however, is not the 
subject of the questions referred to the Court in the pre-
sent case.       
Silhouette  
48.      The claimant submits that the Court was wrong 
to take the view in Silhouette that international exhaus-
tion could be an obstacle to the internal market: on the 
contrary, the functioning of the internal market would 
be guaranteed if Community exhaustion were abolished 
and international exhaustion applied.  
49.      That view might be correct if international ex-
haustion were mandatory for all Member States. That is 
not however being suggested. (32) As explained above, 
(33) the referring court is asking whether Article 4(2) 
of the Copyright Directive precludes a Member State 
from retaining international exhaustion (see the second 
question, discussed above) and, if so, whether that pro-
vision is invalid. The Court in Silhouette dealt 
expressly with the question whether optional interna-
tional exhaustion (34) would be an obstacle to the 
internal market. It concluded that precluding such an 
option was ‘the only interpretation which is fully capa-

ble of ensuring that the purpose of the [Trade Marks] 
Directive is achieved, namely to safeguard the func-
tioning of the internal market. A situation in which 
some Member States could provide for international 
exhaustion while others provided for Community ex-
haustion only would inevitably give rise to barriers to 
the free movement of goods and the freedom to provide 
services.’ (35)  
50.      The claimant seeks to minimise the relevance of 
Silhouette, submitting that judgments of the Court con-
cerning provisions from directives other than the 
Copyright Directive worded similarly to Article 4(2) 
thereof are irrelevant to the present issue.  
51.      I do not agree. The Court developed the doctrine 
of Community exhaustion in relation to various 
branches of intellectual property through the applica-
tion of Articles 28 and 30 EC. (36) The Community 
legislature has explicitly provided for Community ex-
haustion in relation to various branches of intellectual 
property in several harmonising directives based on Ar-
ticle 95 EC. (37) The principle underlying the doctrine 
in relation to all branches of intellectual property de-
rives directly from the imperative of the free movement 
of goods in the internal market. Like the Trade Marks 
Directive, the Copyright Directive is based on Article 
95 EC. It is a harmonising directive and it is clear from 
its extensive preamble that its principal objectives were 
to ‘ensur[e] that competition in the internal market is 
not distorted’ and in order to ‘help to implement the 
four freedoms of the internal market’ and ‘the smooth 
functioning of the internal market’. (38) I see no reason 
not to give weight to judgments of the Court concern-
ing similar provisions adopted in an analogous context.  
52.      Admittedly, there is no overriding requirement 
of principle for the geographical scope of exhaustion to 
be the same for all intellectual property rights harmo-
nised by Community law. However, I agree with the 
Council that it would be difficult to justify granting a 
more limited distribution right to the author of a literary 
or artistic work than to the author of a database. More-
over, audiovisual material such as that at issue in the 
present case will frequently be protected by trade mark 
rights in addition to copyright and related rights. Pro-
viding for international exhaustion of the author’s 
distribution right would thus not have the effect desired 
by the claimant in the present case, since the holders of 
those trade mark rights would in any event be able to 
oppose parallel imports of recordings not sold in the 
Community by or with the consent of those righthold-
ers.     
The principle of proportionality  
53.      The claimant, supported by the Polish Govern-
ment, submits that if (as in its view is the case) uniform 
application of international exhaustion has the same 
effect on the internal market as, and is less restrictive in 
other ways than, Community exhaustion, the principle 
of proportionality requires that international exhaustion 
be imposed in place of the latter.  
54.      The principle of proportionality is often relevant 
to assessing specific measures and choices made within 
an overall policy adopted by the Community legisla-
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ture. It cannot, however, be used as a means for deter-
mining the legality of the fundamental policy choice 
here made by the Community legislator between man-
datory international exhaustion and mandatory regional 
exhaustion. It is no part of the Court’s function to seek 
to evaluate such policy considerations. (39)  
55.      Also in connection with the principle of propor-
tionality, the claimant argues that the principle of 
regional exhaustion is unrelated to combating piracy, 
the legitimate aim of Article 4(2) of the Copyright Di-
rective. Accordingly, the Commission abused its 
powers.  
56.      As the Council and the Commission correctly 
submit, however, combating piracy was not the legisla-
tor’s primary objective in adopting the provision. In 
any event, it seems to me that the fact that the exclusive 
distribution right is not exhausted for pirated copies 
(because such copies are not put into circulation with 
the author’s consent) demonstrates that Article 4 is in-
deed an appropriate provision for combating unlawful 
distribution.  
57.      More generally, it seems to me that the nub of 
this whole action is, indeed, the claimant’s strongly 
held view that the Community legislator made the 
wrong policy choice in opting for regional exhaustion 
of rights rather than international exhaustion of rights. 
Whilst it is perfectly legitimate for the claimant to take 
that view and to seek to have it vindicated, the Court is 
not the appropriate forum in which to pursue the point.     
Competition  
58.      The claimant and the Polish Government submit 
that the rule of Community exhaustion infringes the 
fundamental Community objective of promoting 
greater competition within the Union. Community ex-
haustion tips the balance of interests too much in 
favour of the rightholder and reduces consumer choice.  
59.      Again, that argument goes to the question 
whether mandatory international exhaustion would 
have been a better policy choice than prohibiting inter-
national exhaustion. As such, it cannot be entertained. 
(40) To the more limited extent that it seeks to impugn 
the principle of Community exhaustion as such, it does 
not in my view succeed. Competition within the single 
market will indeed be enhanced by removing the mar-
ket irregularities that arise when some Member States 
operate international exhaustion and others do not. 
Community exhaustion thus enhances competition 
within the single market: indeed, that is its rationale. In 
so far as the claimant is seeking to improve competition 
at international level, I can only agree with the Parlia-
ment that that is not among the Community’s 
objectives.     
Freedom of expression  
60.      The claimant submits that the principle of 
Community exhaustion is contrary to the freedom of 
expression enshrined in Article 10 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, since its effect is to pro-
hibit imports from third countries and thus prevent 
citizens from receiving information.  
61.      That article states that everyone is to have the 
right to freedom of expression, which includes freedom 

to receive and impart information and ideas without 
interference by public authority and regardless of fron-
tiers. It is common ground that Article 10 covers the 
expression of ideas by means of film. (41)  
62.      The European Union is required to respect fun-
damental rights as guaranteed by the Convention. (42)  
63.      Prohibiting international exhaustion does not of 
course equate to prohibiting imports from third coun-
tries. It does however mean that certain items protected 
by copyright and related rights and not distributed 
within the Community may not be available in the 
Community or may be so available only at a price 
higher than the lowest price which obtains outside the 
Community.  
64.      Since the author of such an item can ensure that 
it is available throughout the Community by putting it 
on the market in any Member State, it is clear that the 
principle of Community exhaustion does not infringe 
the author’s freedom to impart ideas.  
65.      On the other hand, prohibiting international ex-
haustion might in principle affect the right to receive 
ideas, since a person within the Community wishing to 
acquire such an item may find that he cannot, or can do 
so only at a price higher than that charged outside the 
Community. However, the Court of Human Rights has 
stated that ‘the right to freedom to receive information 
basically prohibits a Government from restricting a 
person from receiving information that others wish or 
may be willing to impart to him’. (43) Prohibiting in-
ternational exhaustion involves no restriction on the 
right as so expressed.  
66.      Even if the Court were to conclude in the present 
case that there was a restriction on the freedom of ex-
pression, that restriction would in my view be justified. 
Article 10(2) of the Convention provides that the exer-
cise of freedom of expression, ‘since it carries with it 
duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such for-
malities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are 
prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic 
society … for the protection of the … rights of others’.  
67.      The Court has held that the exercise of the right 
to freedom of expression may be restricted, provided 
that the restrictions in fact correspond to objectives of 
general interest and do not, taking account of their aim, 
constitute disproportionate and unacceptable interfer-
ence, impairing the very substance of the rights 
guaranteed. The interests involved must be weighed 
having regard to all the circumstances of the case in 
order to determine whether a fair balance was struck. 
(44)  
68.      It seems clear that the choice of mandatory 
Community exhaustion rather than optional interna-
tional exhaustion reflects a satisfactory balancing of the 
interests involved. The regulation of intellectual prop-
erty rights in the Community inevitably reflects an 
attempt to balance the competing interests of the 
rightholder and the free movement of goods. The 
Copyright Directive explicitly seeks to achieve this 
balance: the preamble stresses both the importance of 
the internal market (45) and the need for a high level of 
protection of intellectual property. (46) Recital 3 more-
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over emphasises that the legislature was aware of the 
conflicting interests, stating that the proposed harmoni-
sation ‘relates to compliance with the fundamental 
principles of law and especially of property, including 
intellectual property, and freedom of expression and the 
public interest’.  
69.      The Court has stated that, in terms of Article 
10(2) of the Convention, ‘specific restrictions on the 
exercise of the right of freedom of expression can, in 
principle, be justified by the legitimate aim of protect-
ing the rights of others’. (47)  
70.      It has also stated that the discretion enjoyed by 
the national authorities in determining the balance to be 
struck between freedom of expression and the objec-
tives mentioned in Article 10(2) varies for each of the 
goals justifying restrictions on that freedom and de-
pends on the nature of the activities in question. When 
the exercise of the freedom does not contribute to a dis-
cussion of public interest (48) and, in addition, arises in 
a context in which the Member States have a certain 
amount of discretion, review is limited to an examina-
tion of the reasonableness and proportionality of the 
interference. That holds true for the commercial use of 
freedom of expression. (49)  
71.      It seems to me that there is nothing in the pre-
sent case to suggest that the choice by the Community 
legislator of mandatory Community exhaustion rather 
than optional international exhaustion was either unrea-
sonable or disproportionate.     
Equal treatment  
72.      The claimant submits that the principle of 
Community exhaustion infringes the principle of equal 
treatment. In illustration, the claimant notes that a 
Turkish producer can control Turkish editions in the 
EU while a Greek producer cannot. Conversely, a 
Greek licensee for, say, a book has access to the entire 
EU while a Turkish licensee does not.  
73.      Those illustrations, however, concern on the one 
hand a rightholder or licensee who is established in a 
third country and on the other hand a rightholder or li-
censee established in the Community. The situations 
are thus manifestly different. The principle of equal 
treatment requires that comparable situations must not 
be treated differently and that different situations must 
not be treated in the same way unless such treatment is 
objectively justified. As the Council, the Parliament 
and the Commission all submit, the principle of equal 
treatment would therefore not in any event require 
these situations to be treated similarly.     
Legal basis and third country agreements  
74.      The claimant submits that the Copyright Direc-
tive was adopted on an incorrect legal basis and that 
Article 4(2) entails a possible conflict with third-
country agreements. Unfortunately the claimant ad-
duces no further argument in support of either 
submission. (50)  
75.      With regard to legal basis, I agree with the 
Council and the Commission that Articles 47(2), 55 
and 95 EC (51) permit the legislature to take measures 
necessary for the functioning of the internal market by 
harmonising national copyright law. The objective of 

the Directive, in particular Article 4, is the realisation 
of the internal market (see in particular recital 3 in the 
preamble (52)). Laying down a harmonised criterion at 
Community level for exhaustion of distribution rights 
undeniably enables that objective to be attained, since 
otherwise two different regimes would co-exist in the 
internal market – precisely the situation which led the 
Court in Silhouette (53) to confirm that an analogous 
harmonisation in the context of trade marks could be 
based on Article 95 EC. Nothing in the Directive sug-
gests that it has any other objective. The fact that it 
affects undertakings both in third countries and in the 
Community differently does not affect its legal basis.  
76.      With regard to third country agreements, the 
claimant has not suggested that any international con-
vention or bilateral agreement entered into by the 
Community requires the Community to adopt interna-
tional exhaustion. Nor has there been any suggestion 
that the Council was required to take into account the 
situation of intellectual property rightholders in third 
countries when adopting the Directive. Any discrimina-
tion against such rightholders cannot therefore 
invalidate the measure. Internal market measures are 
inherently liable to affect imports from third countries. 
They may none the less be properly based on Article 95 
EC. (54)     
Education and cultural heritage  
77.      Finally, the claimant submits that the principle 
of Community exhaustion infringes the right to educa-
tion (Article 153(1) EC (55)) and the Danish and 
European cultural heritage (Article 151 EC (56)).  
78.      The claimant appears to mean that the right to 
education and the flowering of Danish and European 
culture are infringed because traders in the Member 
States may not be able to import items from outside the 
Community, in particular from the USA. With regard to 
Article 153(1) EC, the Council, the Parliament and the 
Commission essentially submit that the Directive also 
pursues the objective of education (see recital 14), 
which is realised by the permitted exception to copy-
right in Article 5(3)(a) concerning ‘use for the sole 
purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific re-
search’. Cultural aspects were taken into account by the 
Council, as is apparent from recitals 9, 11 and 12. The 
Commission adds that it does not see how Article 4 
could prejudice the rights invoked. Nor do I.  
Conclusion  
79.      I am accordingly of the view that the questions 
referred by the Østre Landsret should be answered as 
follows:  
(1)      Examination of Article 4(2) of Directive 
2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 22 May 2001 on the harmonisation of cer-
tain aspects of copyright and related rights in the 
information society has disclosed no factor affecting its 
validity.  
(2)      Article 4(2) of Directive 2001/29/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council precludes a 
Member State from retaining international exhaustion 
in its legislation.   
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